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Abstract A model that predicts cell growth, lipid accu-

mulation and substrate consumption of oleaginous fungi in

chemostat cultures (Meeuwse et al. in Bioproc Biosyst

Eng. doi:10.1007/s00449-011-0545-8, 2011) was validated

using 12 published data sets for chemostat cultures of

oleaginous yeasts and one published data set for a poly-

hydroxyalkanoate accumulating bacterial species. The

model could describe all data sets well with only minor

modifications that do not affect the key assumptions, i.e.

(1) oleaginous yeasts and fungi give the highest priority to

C-source utilization for maintenance, second priority to

growth and third priority to lipid accumulation, and (2)

oleaginous yeasts and fungi have a growth rate independent

maximum specific lipid production rate. The analysis of all

data showed that the maximum specific lipid production

rate is in most cases very close to the specific production

rate of membrane and other functional lipids for cells

growing at their maximum specific growth rate. The lim-

iting factor suggested by Ykema et al. (in Biotechnol

Bioeng 34:1268–1276, 1989), i.e. the maximum glucose

uptake rate, did not give good predictions of the maximum

lipid production rate.

Keywords Model validation � Chemostat � Oleaginous

yeast � Lipid production rate

Introduction

In part I [1], we presented a mathematical model for lipid

accumulation in oleaginous fungi growing in chemostat

cultures. This model describes our chemostat cultures of

U. isabellina growing on glucose as C-source and NH4
? as

N-source well. In the current paper, we show that the model

can also describe data obtained with oleaginous yeasts cul-

tivated in chemostats using a large range of C/N ratios and

dilution rates, including the low dilution rates that could not

be realized with U. isabellina. With the large set of data from

literature, we also test hypotheses about the limiting factor

for the specific lipid production rate. One of these hypotheses

comes from the chemostat model published by Ykema et al.

[2]. Finally, we show that our model for lipid accumulation

can also predict accumulation of polyhydroxy-alkanoates

(PHA), another carbon-based storage material.

Model

The model is based on the component mass balances, Pirt’s

law and two major assumptions [1]:

• The first priority of the fungus is to use the supplied

C-source to satisfy its maintenance requirements, then

to produce lipid-free biomass including functional

lipids, and finally, only if there is still C-source

available, to accumulate storage lipids.

• If sufficient C-source is available, the specific lipid

production rate will increase up to a maximum value

qL,max. This maximum specific lipid production rate is

independent of the specific growth rate.

These assumptions lead to three different limitation

regimes:
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• Single nitrogen limitation, where the N-source limits

the lipid-free biomass formation and the specific lipid

production rate has its maximum value;

• Dual limitation of C-source and N-source, where the

N-source limits the lipid-free biomass formation and

the C-source limits the lipid production;

• Single carbon limitation, where the C-source limits the

lipid-free biomass formation and only membrane lipids

are produced.

The equations used in the model are shown in Table 1 of

part I [1]. For the calculations in this paper, we used

molecular weights of 25 g Cmol-1 for lipid-free biomass

and 15.7 g Cmol-1 for lipids. A list of symbols can be

found in part I.

Results and discussion

Table 1 shows an overview of chemostat cultures with

more than four dilution rates or C/N ratios found in liter-

ature. In most studies one or two constant C/N ratios and

various dilution rates were used. In most studies, a high

C/N ratio in the feed ([20 Cmol/Nmol) was used to pro-

mote lipid accumulation. Some studies also included a low

C/N ratio, which does not lead to lipid production in most

cases.

Model parameters were determined for all data sets in

Table 1, in most cases using all data within a set, inde-

pendent of the C/N ratio or dilution rate. Because of the

large number of studies used, we will not describe all

studies separately. We will discuss the fitting procedure

Table 1 Literature data used to validate the model as is described in the text

Data

set

no.

References Organisms Medium C-source/

N-sourcea
Number of

datapointsb
C/N ratio

(Cmol/Nmol)

Dilution

rates (h-1)

Reported

lmax (h-1)

Fungi

1 Hansson et al. [3] Mucor rouxiic Glucose/NH4Cl ? YE 15 11–29 0.03–0.14 –

2 Meeuwse et al. [1] Umbelopsis isabellina Glucose/(NH4)2SO4 6 ? 6 16 ? 20 0.04–0.19 0.23

3 Song et al. [4] Mucor circinelloides Glucose/NH4Cl ? YE 5 43 0.04–0.18 –

Yeast

4 Alvarez et al. [5] Rhodotorula glutinis Molasses (both C and

N)

7 25–35 0.04–0.1 –

5 Brown et al. [6] Candida curvata Glucose/YE 20d 71 0.025–0.29 0.305

6 Choi et al. [7] Rhodotorula gracilis Glucose/

(NH4)2SO4 ? YE

6 53 0.02–0.09 –

7 Evans and Ratledge [8] Candida cruvata Sugarse/NH4Cl ? YE 16 ? 16f 17 ? 50–52 g 0.02–0.3f 0.3f

8 Gill et al. [9] Candida 107 Glucose/NH4Cl ? YE 7 ? 7 6 ? 26 0.03–0.21 0.21

9 Hansson and Dostalek

[10]

Cryptococcus albidus Glucose/NH4Cl ? YE 5 ? 4 10 ? 58 0.031–0.107 0.11

10 Hassan et al. [11] Apiotrichum curvatum
UfaM3h,i

Glucose/NH4Cl ? YE 11 44 0.04–0.4 –

11 Papanikolaou and Aggelis

[12]

Yarrowia lipolytica Glycerol/

(NH4)2SO4 ? YE

5 147 0.03–0.13 0.21

12 Ratledge and Hall [13] Rhodotorula glutinis Glucose/NH4Cl ? YE 5 ? 4 6 ? 25 0.02–0.1 0.12

13 Ykema et al. [2] Apiotrichum curvatumf Glucose/NH4Cl ? YE 11 7–68 0.02 0.2

14 Yoon and Rhee [14] Rhodotorula glutinis Glucose/

(NH4)2SO4 ? YE

7 62 0.01–0.1 0.13

a YE yeast extract
b When two C/N ratios were used as is shown in the column to the right, the number of data points is mentioned for the two C/N ratios separately
c Mainly present in a yeast-like form
d Including duplicates; nine different dilution rates were measured with 2–4 duplicates
e Glucose, sucrose, lactose and xylose, respectively. Ethanol was also used, but is not included in the modeling because it could not be modeled

together with the sugars, and not enough data points are available to model it separately
f Five data points per substrate were available, but at the highest dilution rate used, signs of washout were detected. These data points were

therefore not used, and the highest dilution rate used was taken as lmax

g The same concentrations in grams were used for all sugars, which leads to different C/N ratios in moles because of different molar weights
h Mutant blocked in D9-desaturase
i A. curvatum is currently also called Candida curvata
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and the predictions for all studies in general and point out

some exceptions. Graphs showing the measured data points

together with the model predictions for all studies are

shown in the electronic supplementary material; parity

plots and an example of measured data when compared

with model predictions are included this article.

Chemostat cultures with filamentous fungi

The results from submerged chemostat studies with ole-

aginous fungi are hardly described in the literature: we only

found three papers on this topic. The first (Data set 1) uses

the filamentous fungus Mucor rouxii [3]. This fungus has a

filamentous and a yeast-like morphology, and the yeast-like

form was observed during most of the experiments. The

filamentous form of Mucor rouxii is able to accumulate

lipids up to 30% w/w [15], but in the yeast-like form\10%

w/w lipids was found, even in the presence of residual

glucose. Therefore, Data set 1 was not suitable to fit the

model. In our studies with U. isabellina (Data set 2 [1]) we

also observed that the filamentous fungus transformed to a

yeast-like morphology when it was cultivated at a high

dilution rate and exposed to the shear forces of the stirrer

for at least 7 days. This yeast-like form also did not

accumulate lipids and was not included in the model val-

idation. Data set 2 has been discussed extensively in part I

[1] and will therefore not be discussed here. Data set 3 uses

Mucor circinelloides [4] and will be discussed together

with the yeast cultures. Kendrick and Ratledge [16] used

the fungus Entomophtora exitalis in chemostat culture, but

only used one C/N ratio and dilution rate. As our model

needs at least four data points for the determination of

parameter values, this data set was not used.

Chemostat cultures with oleaginous yeasts

All studies in Table 1 report total biomass concentrations

and lipid concentrations or lipid fractions in the cells, but

they do not always report all substrate concentrations

required to find the model parameters. For Data sets 2, 4–6

and 8–11, the C-source and N-source concentrations are

reported, or the limiting (=depleted) substrate is indicated

and the concentration of the non-limiting substrate is

reported. For Data sets 3, 7 and 12–14, however, one or

both substrate concentrations are not reported. Therefore,

these data sets could not be completely described by the

model, as will be discussed later. None of the studies

reports CO2 production or O2 consumption. Data set 13

was obtained under non-steady state conditions in a con-

tinuous culture with a changing C-source concentration in

the feed. To describe this data set, changes in time have to

be taken into consideration, which makes the model and

the fitting procedure for this data set different from the

other data sets. Therefore, we decided not to use this data

set for the validation of the model; however, we will dis-

cuss non-steady state situations later in this article.

Determination of parameter values

To describe the data sets with our model, values have to be

found for the basal (membrane) lipid fraction in the cells

(fL0), the yield of lipid-free biomass on N-source (YXN), the

yield of lipid-free biomass on C-source (YXS), the yield of

lipids on C-source (YLS), the maintenance coefficient (mS)

and the maximum specific lipid production rate (qL,max).

The approach used to determine these parameters has been

described in detail in part I [1]. All parameter values found

are shown in Table 2.

Basal lipid content of the cells (fL0)

If available, we used the reported lipid fraction in the

C-limitation regime as the basal lipid content of the cells.

However, not all studies report results in this regime. For

these studies, we used either an estimated value of 10% w/

w = 0.015 Cmol Cmol-1, which is the average measured

value found in literature, or the lowest reported lipid

fraction if this was below 10% w/w (see Table 2).

Yield of lipid-free biomass on N-source

As was discussed before in part I [1], the yield of lipid-free

biomass on N-source (YXN) can be calculated with the

following equation:

YXN ¼
CX

CNin � CN
: ð22Þ

If present, yeast extract (YE) was taken into

consideration as N-source; it was assumed to contain

10% N w/w, unless another fraction was reported in the

study.

For data sets with a C/N ratio B20 Cmol/Nmol, the

overall YXN could be calculated by taking the average value

for all data points. For data sets with a C/N ratio[20 Cmol/

Nmol, however, YXN did not have a constant value, but

depended on the dilution rate:

YXN ¼ a� bD: ð27Þ

This linear dependence is shown in Fig. 1 for Data sets 8

and 10. In Data set 8, two different C/N ratios were used:

26 Cmol/Nmol (8a) and 6 Cmol/Nmol (8b), with the same

yeast strain and substrates. In Data set 10, one C/N ratio

(44 Cmol/Nmol) was used. Figure 1 shows clearly that a

high C/N ratio (Data sets 8a and 10) gives a linear decrease

in the yield with increasing dilution rate, while a low C/N
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ratio (Data set 8b) does not. This is also the case for the

other data sets; the values or equations for YXN are shown in

Table 2. The dependency of the yield of lipid-free biomass

on the dilution rate at a high C/N ratio (C/N [ 20 Cmol/

Nmol) was not reported in the original publications. As far

as we know, this is the first time that this linear dependency

is reported. We assume that this change in yield is caused

by accumulation of another carbon-based storage material

than lipids, because it only appears at high C/N ratios,

when the C-source is in abundance. In this respect, it is

similar to the accumulation of lipids, which also appears at

high C/N ratios and increases with decreasing dilution rate.

The accumulation of lipid precursor molecules has been

reported before [2], but a relation with the dilution rate was

not found. None of the studies in Table 1 reported another

storage material or (changes in) the element composition of

the biomass.

The values found for the yield of lipid-free biomass on

N-source (YXN) reported in Table 2 can be used to predict

the lipid-free biomass concentration (CX) during N-limi-

tation (Eq. 12, Table 1 in part I) and the N-source con-

centration in the fermenter (CN) during single C-limitation

(Eq. 11, Table 1 in part I). Figure 2a and b shows two

parity plots of the modeled versus the measured lipid-free

Table 2 Model parameters found for the literature data

Data

set no.

fL0

(Cmol Cmol-1)

YXN
a ± SD

(Cmol Nmol-1)

qL,max ± SD

(Cmol Cmol-1 h-1)

YXS ± SD

(Cmol Cmol-1)

YLS ± SD

(Cmol Cmol-1)

mS ± SD

(Cmol Cmol-1 h-1)

2 0.079 6.1 ± 0.7 0.023 ± 0.005 0.92 ± 0.10 0.59b 0.05 ± 0.01

3 0.15 (12.1 ± 0.7)-(37 ± 5)*D 0.032 ± 0.007c NDd NDd NDd

4 0.15 (13.7 ± 1.4)-(71 ± 23)*De 0.039 ± 0.006 0.56 ± 0.07 0.99 ± 0.36 0b

5 0.12 (15.3 ± 0.6)-(41 ± 4)*D 0.040 ± 0.008 0.86 ± 0.11 0.65 ± 0.27 0b

6 0.15 (8.5 ± 0.7)-(70 ± 15)*D 0.027 ± 0.006 0.25 ± 0.02 0.59b 0b

7af 0.19 (22 ± 1)-(84 ± 11)*D 0.037 ± 0.010c,g 0.55 ± 0.02 g,h 0.59b 0b

7bf NDd

8af 0.15 (13.8 ± 0.7)-(38 ± 6)*D 0.069 ± 0.009 0.62 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.14 0b

8bf 5.8 ± 0.3

9af 0.15 (18 ± 2)-(83 ± 30)*D 0.041 ± 0.004 0.75 ± 0.05 0.47 ± 0.04 0b

9bf 6.4 ± 0.5 0.032 ± 0.002

10 0.12 (16.5 ± 0.4)-(34 ± 2)*D 0.065 ± 0.015 0.73 ± 0.04 0.88 ± 0.18 0b

11 0.12 (16.9 ± 0.8)-(37 ± 10)*D 0.030 ± 0.013 0.16 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.34 0b

12af 0.21 (9.8 ± 0.4)-(62 ± 6)*D 0.031 ± 0.004c 0.56 ± 0.04 h 0.77 ± 0.41 h 0b

12bf NDd

14 0.15 (8.1 ± 0.4)-(60 ± 8)*D 0.028 ± 0.006c NDd NDd NDd

a Yield of lipid-free biomass on N-source as a function of the dilution rate D (r2 [ 0.80 unless stated otherwise) or as a constant value (see text)
b Estimated value
c Because no C-source concentration was reported, only data points where no C-source limitation (CS [ 0) could reasonably be assumed (see

text), were used to determine these parameter values
d Not determined because substrate concentrations were not reported
e r2 = 0.66
f Data set a contains data points from N-limited culture (high C/N ratio), data set b contains data points from C-limited culture (low C/N ratio)
g Differences in parameter values for the different substrates were not significant and we determined one value for all sugars
h Because no C-source concentration was reported, only data points where a C-source limitation (CS = 0) could reasonably be assumed (see

text) were used to determine these parameter values

Fig. 1 The yield of lipid-free biomass on N-source as a function

of the dilution rate for Data sets 8a (C/N = 26 Cmol/Nmol), 8b

(C/N = 6 Cmol/Nmol) and 10 (C/N = 44 Cmol/Nmol)
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biomass concentration, calculated with a constant value for

YXN (Eq. 22, Fig. 2a) and with a dilution rate dependent

value for YXN (Eq. 27, Fig. 2b), respectively. Figure 2b

shows a much better correlation between measured and

modeled values than Fig. 2a, indicating that Eq. 27 gives a

better fit than a constant value for YXN when

C/N [ 20 Cmol/Nmol (see Table 2). So, the reason for the

linear relation between the yield of lipid-free biomass on

N-source (YXN) and the dilution rate (D) is not known,

Eq. 27 is used in the fitting procedure because it describes

the data very well.

Only very few studies applied C-limitation and

reported values for the N-source concentration in the

fermenter (CN). Reported N-source concentrations are

compared with the predicted values in Fig. 2c. The few

data points that are depicted in this parity plot are close

to the correlation line, so from this plot and Fig. 2b we

can conclude that the values found for YXN are suitable

for use in the model.

Maximum specific lipid production rate

Because we assume that the specific lipid production rate

is constant when the C-source is not limiting, the value

for the maximum specific lipid production rate (qL,max)

was calculated by taking the average specific lipid pro-

duction rate for all data points with CN = 0 and CS [ 0.

For Data sets 3, 7, 12 and 14, the C-source concentration

(CS) was not reported, but the occurrence of N-limitation

(CN = 0) was reported. Therefore, for the data points

with CN = 0, we did not know if the cells were sub-

jected to single N-limitation (CS [ 0) or to dual limita-

tion (CS = 0). Because single N-limitation usually occurs

at a higher dilution rate than dual limitation, we calcu-

lated the maximum specific lipid production rate using

only data points with N-limitation and a high dilution

rate for which the specific lipid production rate appeared

to be constant.

All values for the maximum specific lipid production

rate (qL,max) are shown in Table 2. The standard deviation

for most values is quite small, indicating that the value of

the specific lipid production rate was indeed constant for

the used data points. No dependency on the dilution rate or

the C/N ratio was found. The maximum specific lipid

production rate (qL,max) predicts the lipid concentration in

the fermenter and the lipid fraction in the cells when the

C-source is in abundance (Eq. 15, Table 1 in part I). The

parity plot in Fig. 2d shows that the lipid fraction in the

cells is predicted very well.

Data set 9 has two values for the maximum specific lipid

production rate (qL,max), depending on the limiting com-

ponent (N-limitation or C-limitation). This yeast is an

exception to the rule that cells have a constant lipid fraction

in the cells during single C-limitation. For an unknown

reason, this strain also produces lipids at a constant rate

under C-limitation, i.e. it gives priority to lipid production

at the expense of lipid-free biomass production. This has

been described before by Boulton and Ratledge [17]. To

model this phenomenon, we have to alter the model

slightly. In the model described in part I, the specific lipid

production rate during single C-limitation is proportional to

the specific growth rate:

qL;min ¼
fL0

1� fL0

D ð18Þ

For Data set 9, the specific lipid production rate is

constant and independent of the specific growth rate:

qL;min ¼ constant ð28Þ

The constant minimum specific lipid production rate

(qL,min) for Data set 9 was calculated by taking the average

of the specific lipid production rates during single

C-limitation. This allowed accurate modeling of this data

set, as shown in Fig. 2d.

Yields of lipid-free biomass and lipids on C-source

and maintenance coefficient

The specific substrate consumption rate is divided into

three parts: lipid-free biomass production, lipid production

and maintenance:

qS ¼
DðCSin � CSÞ

CX
¼ D

YXS
þ qL

YLS
þ mS ð23Þ

Multiple linear regression analysis using Eq. 23 was

applied to find YXS, YLS and mS. However, for none of the data

sets from literature, this gave a reliable value for the

maintenance coefficient. In all cases, the obtained value for

mS was negative or had such a large standard deviation that it

was not significantly different from zero. Therefore, the

maintenance coefficient (mS) was set to zero and values for

YXS and YLS were obtained (Table 2). For Data sets 2, 6 and 7,

a theoretical value of YLS = 0.59 Cmol Cmol-1 was used as

was published by Ratledge [18]. The fitting of Data set 2 was

discussed extensively in part I. Fitting of YLS for Data set 6

and 7 gave unrealistic values of YLS ± SD = 9 9 103

± 6 9 107 Cmol Cmol-1 and YLS ± SD = 7 9 103 ±

9 9 107 Cmol Cmol-1, respectively, and therefore we

replaced YLS with the literature value of 0.59 Cmol Cmol-1.

All values found for the yield of lipid-free biomass on

C-source (YXS) are in the expected range when the inac-

curacy is taken into consideration. Only the value for Data

set 2 is very high; this was discussed in detail in part I. Data

sets 6 and 11 have a very low value for YXS. This could be
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a

c

e

b

d

Fig. 2 Parity plots for the data sets described in Table 1. a Lipid-free

biomass, with the yield of lipid-free biomass on N-source (YXN)

calculated according to Eq. 22. b Lipid-free biomass, with the yield of

lipid-free biomass on N-source (YXN) calculated according to Eq. 27 for

data points with the C/N ratio in the feed [20 Cmol/Nmol and

calculated according to Eq. 22 for data points with the C/N ratio in the

feed\20 Cmol/Nmol. c Nitrogen source concentration in the fermen-

ter, with the yield of lipid-free biomass on N-source (YXN) calculated

according to Eq. 22. d Lipid fraction in the cells. e C-source

concentration in the fermenter. For Data set 5, all values were divided

by 2 to bring them in the same range as the other data points
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caused by the use of C-source for the production of extra

products that were not measured. Data set 11 does report

production of small amounts of citrate, but taking this

product into consideration did not increase the value for

YXS. Therefore, other by-products may have been present.

The values found for YLS are generally above the theoret-

ical value of 0.59 Cmol Cmol-1, but several values are not

very accurate as is indicated by a large standard deviation,

so no conclusions can be drawn here.

Because all data sets lack CO2-production data, the

carbon balance and therefore the assumption that no other

products besides biomass, lipids and CO2 were formed,

could not be checked. The parameter values found are

based on this assumption and are, therefore, only valid if

the model is not extended with by-product formation.

For most data points, the parameters YXS, YLS and mS

predict the concentration of C-source in the fermenter well

(Eq. 10, Table 1 in part I); a parity plot is shown in Fig. 2e.

For some data points that experience C-limitation, the

parameters YXS, YLS and mS are needed to predict the spe-

cific lipid production rate (Eq. 16, Table 1 in part I) or the

lipid-free biomass concentration (Eq. 13, Table 1 in part I),

as was explained in part I. Parity plots for these variables

were already shown in Fig. 2b and d.

Fit of the model to the data sets

All parity plots in Fig. 2b–e show that the model gives a

good fit for all data sets with the parameter values from

Table 2. So far, we have not been able to find chemostat

results for oleaginous yeast or fungi in literature that cannot

be described with the model, unless there was a clear

reason for it, as was the case with Data set 1.

Figure 3 illustrates that the model predicts the trends of

the different concentrations as a function of the dilution

rate very well. Similar graphs for all data sets are shown in

the electronic supplementary material.

Comparison with previously published model

A model for growth and lipid production in continuous

culture was published before by Ykema et al. [2]. This

model is similar to our model; the major differences are

• carbohydrates stored in the cells are included as an

extra product

• the maximum specific lipid production rate of the cells is

not constant, but is given by the difference between their

maximum specific glucose uptake rate (
lmax

YXS
þ qL;min

YLS
þ mS)

and their actual specific glucose requirement for growth

and maintenance ( D
YXS
þ mS)

Ykema et al. [2] validated their model using a contin-

uous culture of Apiotrichum curvatum with a constant

dilution rate and a changing C/N ratio of the feed. As the

change in C/N ratio was quite fast, this continuous culture

was not in steady state, while all mass balances used in the

model require steady state to be valid. Furthermore, a

theoretical glucose concentration in the reactor was used

for validation instead of the glucose concentration in the

feed. This theoretical glucose concentration in the reactor

was calculated assuming no consumption of glucose in the

reactor, but only supply and washout by the ingoing and

outgoing flow, respectively. Because in reality there is

consumption in the reactor, the outgoing flow will contain

less glucose than is assumed using this theoretical glucose

concentration in the reactor. This leads to an underesti-

mation of the glucose consumption. We doubt that this

model was properly validated; this triggered us to develop

our model and to check if the assumptions used in the

model of Ykema et al. [2] are indeed valid.

Ykema’s [2] assumption that the maximum specific

glucose uptake rate is limiting for lipid production leads to

the following equation for the maximum specific lipid

production rate:

D ¼ lmax : qS;max ¼
lmax

YXS
þ qL;min

YLS
þ mS

D\lmax : qS;max ¼
D

YXS
þ qL;max

YLS
þ mS

9
>=

>;
qL;max

¼ YLSðlmax � DÞ
YXS

þ qL;min ð29Þ

To check Ykema’s [2] hypothesis, we used this equation

to calculate the maximum specific lipid production rate for

the data sets in Table 1, instead of the constant value in

Table 2. Parity plots for the lipid content of the cells and

Fig. 3 Experimental data (symbols) with fitted model (lines) for total

biomass concentration (CX ? CL, r2 = 0.97), carbon source left in

medium (CS, r2 = 0.97) and lipid concentration (CL, r2 = 0.93). Data

set 10, from Hassan et al. [11], Table 2
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the concentration of C-source in the fermenter obtained

with Eq. 29 are shown in Fig. 4. For Data sets 4, 6 and 10,

no lmax was reported. For these data sets, we used the

highest reported dilution rate without washout in Eq. 29;

these values are shown in Fig. 4. Data sets 3 and 14 are not

shown in the figure because insufficient parameter values

are available to estimate the maximum specific lipid

production rate with Eq. 29 (see Table 2). Figure 4 shows

that in most cases, the lipid fraction in the cells is

overestimated with Eq. 29, and therefore the residual

C-source concentration is underestimated. Comparison of

Fig. 2d and e with Fig. 4a and b leads to the conclusion

that a constant value for the maximum specific lipid

production rate gives a much better correlation between the

model and the experimental data. This shows that Ykema’s

[2] assumption that the maximum specific glucose uptake

rate can be used to predict lipid production in chemostat is

not correct.

Regulation of the maximum lipid production rate

Although the metabolic pathway and the enzymes involved

in lipid production in oleaginous yeast and fungi are known

[19], nothing is known about the regulation of the maxi-

mum specific lipid production rate. We showed before that

the maximum glucose uptake rate, as used in the model of

Ykema et al. [2], is not limiting for the maximum specific

lipid production rate. Therefore, we propose another

hypothesis.

Our hypothesis is that the enzyme activity of the rate

limiting step in the lipid synthesis pathway determines

the maximum specific lipid production rate. We assume

that in chemostat the lipid accumulation pathway is not

switched on by nitrogen shortage as was found by

Ratledge and Wynn [19] in batch, because nitrogen

source is constantly supplied in chemostat. Therefore, we

assume that only the enzymes needed for membrane

lipid production are available for lipid production, and

that no extra enzymes are produced. The membrane lipid

synthesizing enzymes reach their maximum activity at

the maximum specific growth rate, when the highest

specific membrane lipid production rate is needed. This

leads to the following equation for the maximum specific

lipid production rate:

qL;max ¼
fL0

1� fL0

lmax ð30Þ

Figure 5 compares the maximum specific lipid

production rates found with this equation to measured

values. Data set 9 is not included because fL0 does not have

a constant value for this data set. For Data sets 3, 4, 6 and

10 lmax was not reported. In these cases, we used the

highest applied dilution rate (without washout) as lmax

value, as is indicated by arrows in the figure. Figure 5

shows that all data sets except Data sets 7 and 8 are close to

or just below the correlation line. This means that indeed

for most data sets, the maximum specific lipid production

rate is equal to or slightly higher than the specific lipid

production rate in cells growing at lmax. This means that

we cannot reject our hypothesis. Further research including

enzyme activity measurements can give more insight in

this matter.

a

b

Fig. 4 Parity plots of the lipid fraction in the cells (a) and the

C-source concentration in the fermenter (b), calculated with Eq. 29

instead of with a constant maximum specific lipid production rate.

Numbers of data sets: see Table 1
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Broader use of the model

Some microorganisms store other forms of carbon source

in their cells instead of lipids. A well known storage

product is polyhydroxy-alkanoate (PHA). We used our

model to describe PHA storage in Pseudomonas oleovo-

rans from the data set of Durner et al. [20], which contains

50 data points for 5 different dilution rates and several C/N

ratios. A summary of the properties of the data set and the

parameter values found for this data set is shown in

Table 3. The large number of data points provided enough

information to fit all parameter values. Figure 6 shows the

data points together with the model predictions. All five

graphs were obtained with the same parameter values. The

model describes all data well for a wide range of combi-

nations of dilution rate and feed C/N ratio, although the

prediction of C-source consumption is less good than the

prediction of biomass and PHA concentrations. We con-

clude that our model can also describe PHA production

well.

Use of the model for non-steady state conditions

When developing the model, we assumed steady state in

the culture and therefore no accumulation in the fermenter

(see Eqs. 3–6, part I). This gives linear equations which are

easy to handle. However, we can adapt the model to non-

steady state conditions by including accumulation terms in

the mass balances over the fermenter. We fitted this

adapted model to data from a non-steady state culture [21].

We did not use Data set 13, because the glucose concen-

tration in the feed is not given and could not be calculated

because some vital information is missing. Instead, we

used data from a recycling culture which was not in steady

state [21]. This recycling culture is a continuous culture in

which the biomass is retained while the medium is refre-

shed continuously. As a consequence, the biomass con-

centration in this culture increased in time. We determined

parameter values from data of two recycling cultures with

different C/N ratios with the non-steady state version of the

model, assuming there is no biomass in the outgoing liquid.

Figure 7 shows the fit of the model to the data and the

obtained parameter values. All graphs were calculated with

the same parameter values except one parameter: we used

different values of the yield of biomass on glucose for both

cultures because we expected a difference in carbohydrate

storage in both situations. The graphs show a good fit for

all variables, and show that our model can indeed describe

non-steady state cultures.

Conclusions

The model that was developed and partly validated in part I

of this article [1] was further validated using 11 published

data sets for chemostat cultures of oleaginous yeasts and

one data set for PHA accumulating microorganisms. All

data sets except one could be described well with the

model, if a growth rate dependent yield of lipid-free cell

mass on N-source was incorporated (Eq. 27). One data set

required another modification, i.e. the incorporation of a

constant instead of a growth rate dependent minimum

specific lipid production rate (Eq. 28). This shows that the

Fig. 5 Parity plot of the maximum specific lipid production rate

during C-limitation versus the measured average lipid production rate

during N-limitation, calculated with Eq. 30. The arrows indicate that

the maximum specific growth rate was not given and, therefore, the

maximum applied dilution rate was used, which means that the

calculated value can be too low. Numbers of data sets: see Table 1

Table 3 Culture properties and parameter values for PHA production

Reference Durner et al. [20]

Organism Pseudomonas oleovorans

Medium C-source/N-source Octanoate/(NH4)2SO4

Number of datapoints 50

C/N ratio (Cmol/Nmol) 1-33

Dilution rates (h-1) 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

YXN ± SD (Cmol Nmol-1l) 4.0 ± 0.8

qP,max ± SD (Cmol Cmol-1 h-1) 0.20 ± 0.04

YXS ± SD (Cmol Cmol-1) 0.82 ± 0.04

YPS ± SD (Cmol Cmol-1) 0.45 ± 0.02

mS ± SD (Cmol Cmol-1 h-1) 0.11 ± 0.02

qP,max maximum specific PHA production rate, YPS yield of PHA on

C-source
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main assumptions in the model are valid: (1) oleaginous

yeasts and fungi give the highest priority to C-source uti-

lization for maintenance, second priority to growth and

third priority to lipid accumulation, and (2) oleaginous

yeasts and fungi have a growth rate independent maximum

specific lipid production rate. The maximum specific lipid

production rate was in most cases very close to the lipid

production rate required for synthesis of the basal (mem-

brane and functional) lipids in cells growing at their

maximum specific growth rate. This indicates that the cells

use the same pathway for lipid accumulation and for pro-

duction of membrane and functional lipids, and that no

special pathway is switched on for lipid accumulation in

chemostat cultures. The assumption that the maximum

specific lipid production rate is dictated by the maximum

glucose uptake rate, postulated by Ykema et al. [2], was

shown not to be correct for the tested data sets. Finally, the

model proved also to be able to predict the production of

PHA, another carbon-based storage product.
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